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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Notation 
We begin by reviewing standard results and establishing notation. (See 
[lo] for general reference.) 
Let p be a prime number and let m denote a positive integer or 00. For 
m < co, set q = pm and let IF, be a field of order q; for m = co, set q = 00 and 
let IF, = K be an algebraic closure of [F,. 
Fix an irreducible root system Y of rank I and let G’“’ denote the 
universal Chevalley group of type Y defined over ff,. G’“’ is an algebraic 
group and for m < co, G’“” is a finite subgroup of GcrnJ. 
Choose a system {q, 1 d i ,< Z> of simple roots in Y and let { ,I;, 1 < i 6 I> 
be the corresponding fundamental dominant weights. (For definiteness we 
assume that the tli have been numbered according to the usual labeling of 
the vertices in the associated Dynkin diagram (see Humphreys [7, p. 58]).) 
The 1, form a Z-basis for the weight lattice /i associated with Y. A partial 
order < is defined on n by setting ,?<p if ~-J,E~ZtCri. For ~zEZ+ set 
/i,= {~aiAiEAIO<aj<n} and let /i o3 =/i + denote the set C Z+& of 
dominant weights. 
From this point on, we fix 1 <rn < cc and set G = G’“‘. By “G-module” 
we shall mean finite dimensional KG-module if m < co and finite dimen- 
sional rational G-module if m = 00. 
The irreducible G-modules are indexed by A, as follows: The irreducible 
G’“‘-modules are indexed by /1+ via highest weights and those modules 
with indices in A,, remain irreducible upon restriction to G and form a 
complete set of pairwise nonisomorphic irreducible G-modules. Let M(2) 
denote the irreducible G-module associated with 2 e/i, in this fashion. 
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Given any G-module M we denote by Fr(M) the G-module which has 
the same underlying vector space as M but on which g E G acts according 
to the new rule g .x = Fr(g) x (x E M) where Fr is the Frobenius 
automorphism of G which raises matrix entries to the pth power. It is easy 
to see that for LeAp and Odj<m-1 we have Fr(M(pjl))-M(pj+‘l) 
while Fr(M(p”- ’ A)) N M(%) if m < co. 
1.2 Purpose and Method 
We now state the main tool used in the paper. 
1.2.1. STEINBERG'S TENSOR PRODUCT THEOREM ([lo], p. 217). Let 
p E A, and let p = J$&O pjpj (pie Ap) be the p-adic expansion of p. Then 
m-1 m-1 
M(p)= @ M(pjpj) N @ Frj(M(CLi)). 
j=O /=O 
(If m = co, the factors in the tensor products are eventually K and so the 
products can be viewed as finite.) 
The following proposition is well known (cf. [7, p. 1171). 
1.2.2. PROPOSITION. Assume m = co so that G = GCco). Let pl, . . . . p,, E A + 
and set p = C pi. If M(A) (2 E A ‘) is a composition factor of A4 = @ M(pi), 
then 2 < p. Furthermore, M(p) is a composition factor of M of multiplicity 
one. 
We begin by developing an organized method, using the tensor product 
theorem, for determining the composition factors of a tensor product of 
irreducible G-modules. The method uses the language of directed graphs; 
roughly speaking, a vertex corresponds to a tensor product of irreducible 
modules and the endpoints of paths originating at the vertex correspond to 
the composition factors. Although this method appears to be too unwieldy 
in general for explicit calculations, it is quite manageable in low rank cases. 
(See 2.6.1 and following remark.) 
We then use the described method to obtain an improvement on 1.2.2. In 
essence, we show that we can replace < with a stronger partial order (i.e., 
a proper subrelation). It is the information contained in the tensor product 
theorem which allows us to prove the proposition in this stronger form. 
The new partial order also has the advantage of being easily adaptable to 
the case m < co. We prove a proposition analogous to 1.2.2 in this case and 
thus strengthen a result of Wong (see 2.6.2 and Section 2.7). 
Next we turn to the projective modules. The analog of 1.2.2 is used to 
obtain a recursion formula (3.1.1) for the Brauer characters afforded by the 
projective indecomposable modules for G’“’ (m < 00); the characters are 
obtained by working down the partial order. This recursion formula 
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generalizes one given earlier by Chastkofsky and Feit in their work on 
X(3,2”). 
As an application, we give a “twisted” product formula (3.3.1) resem- 
bling 1.2.1 for a class of projective indecomposable characters and, by way 
of illustration, we obtain character degrees for a few low rank groups (see 
Section 3.5). 
2. TENSOR PRODUCTS OF G-MODULES 
Recall that m is fixed (1 d m d co) and G = G’“‘. Although most of what 
we do depends on m, we will usually make no explicit reference to it in the 
notation. Occasionally, we will need to work with both G and Gcrn) 
simultaneously; at those times, to avoid ambiguity, the notation associated 
with GccoJ will bear the superscript (co). Also, at times our arguments will 
need to be altered slightly to handle the case m = co. If a required 
adjustment is not obvious, it will be indicated. 
2.1 The Grothendieck Ring 9 
Let 3 be the Grothendieck ring of the category of G-modules and let (pM 
denote the element of 59 associated with the module M. If m < cc, we view 
(pM as the Brauer character afforded by M and thus identify 9 with the ring 
of Brauer characters of G. Instead of working exclusively with characters, 
we have introduced the Grothendieck ring in order to simultaneously 
handle the case m = 00. 
For convenience, we will write (P,,,,(~, simply as ‘pi (AEON). As a Z- 
module, 9 is free with basis (cpl 11 E /iy}, the elements of which we will call 
irreducible. Each element cp of 9 can be written uniquely (up to order) as a 
Z-linear combination of irreducibles: cp = CAE ,,? al cpi (a). E H). We call C a, 
the length of cp (written length(q)) and a, the multiplicity of cpi. in q (writ- 
ten mult(cp,, cp)). If mult(cp,, cp’)<mult(cp,, cp) for all l~/i,, we say that 
cp’ is a constituent of cp and we write cp’ c cp. 
Note that if A4 is a G-module and if we write ‘pw = C alcp,, then each a, 
is nonnegative since aA is just the number of times that M(A) appears as a 
composition factor of M. Hence, in this case length(cp,,,) is positive and 
equals the length of a composition series of M. 
2.2 The Sets A” and Ap” 
Let A”’ = @yZ-O1 Y, (weak direct sum if m = co), where Yj is a copy of A. 
We view Yj as a subgroup of A”’ and denote by rj: A + Yj c A”’ and 
7~~: A” --) Y,s A” the natural injection and projection, respectively. Also, 
when convenient we view Am as a subset of Am in the natural way. 
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Let J= {(i,j)Il<i<l, O<j<m}, and for (i,j)~J, set J,=E~(&). Then 
{ A,1 (i, j) E J} is a Z-basis for /i” and, with respect o this basis, /1” can be 
viewed as the set of 1 x m-matrices over Z (eventually zero matrices if 
m=oo). 
Set C(ii= [,(a{) and l~q= ~2, - IzI(,+ 1) (viewing second subscripts in EjmZ 
ifm<cc so that JUiCj+lJ is always defined). If we set V = &i,,)EJ Z +CC~ and 
i@ = C(i,j)eJ Z +IC~, we obtain a partial order < on Am by taking 
B= Y + 2 as the positive set and declaring x’<x if x-x’E~. The 
relation is clearly reflexive and transitive so we need only prove antisym- 
metry. We require two lemmas; the proof of the first is outlined in [7, 
p. 721. 
2.2.1. LEMMA. Each A, is of the form cjqtiolj, where all qk are positive 
rational numbers. 
2.2.2. LEMMA. If C aiiclg + C bgcy = - C c& with aii, b,, CUE Z +, then 
a,=b,=cii=Ofor all (i,j)~J. 
Proof. Apply the homomorphism (1,~ Ai): Am -+ 4 to both sides of 
the equation to get C,(c, a,) cli = Ci(cj( -cii - b&p - 1))) &. By 2.2.1, the 
right-hand side is a linear combination of the a;s with nonpositive coef- 
ficients. Since {ui} is linearly independent, the a,‘s must all be zero. Now 
{&} is also linearly independent, so the b;s and cij’s are also all zero. 1 
If x<y and y<x (x, YEA”), then y-x and x-y are both in 9 and 
(y -x) + (x - y) = 0. Lemma 2.2.2 now implies that x = y and thus < is 
antisymmetric. 
Let Ap” denote ~~Z-O’ rj(,4,) (which can be viewed, relative to the basis 
{A,} of nm, as the set of 1 x m-matrices (a,) over Z + with 0 < aV f p - 1). 
The map wt: Jo+-+ pjlz, defines a bijection of “; onto n4, the inverse being 
the map which sends C ail, E Ay to C a,A,, where ai = C a,pj is the p-adic 
expansion of ai. Therefore, since ,4, indexes the irreducible modules, so 
does A;. If x E “p”, we write cpX for (P,,,+) and note that {cp, 1 x E ~!p”} is a 
Z-basis for 9. 
The following theorem is practically a restatement of Steinberg’s Tensor 
Product Theorem (1.2.1) in the new notation. (We lose information in 
passing from modules to elements of the Grothendieck ring, of course.) 
2.2.3. THEOREM. If x E Ap”, then cp, = ~~=~0’ (pqCx,. 
Proof: Write x~(x) = I~@,,) with pj~ np. Then wt(x) = wt(x rj(pj)) = 
C P’Pjy SO that cpx = (ant = II qtip, = n (P~~(,,(~,)) = II ‘P~,c,) =II (P+), the 
second equality from 1.2.1. 1 
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2.3 The Monoid X 
Set B, = &z-0’ zj(Ap) and let X denote the free abelian monoid on the set 
B = B,\(O). Thus, X can be thought of as the multiplicative monoid con- 
sisting of formal products x1x* “.x,, (X~E B), with x,(~~x,,(~) . ..x,(,,) = 
XIX2 ..’ x, for any permutation 0 of { 1, . . . . n} and with multiplication given 
by juxtaposition. We view B0 as a subset of X in the natural way (identify- 
ing 0 E B0 with 1 E X). When convenient, we also view 3 as a subset of 3ECm) 
(see the first paragraph of this chapter for notation). 
Let x=x1x2 .. . x, E X (xi E B). Maps which were defined earlier give rise 
to induced homomorphisms on X as follows: 
nj: x H n 7qXi) E x, wt:xH~Wt(x;)En+, 
We also define a homomorphism 3E + (,4 + )” by x H X = C xi. 
Let len(x) = n and set ht(x) = max{ len(rci(x)) IO <j < m). The map 
x H X sets up a one-to-one correspondence between the set of elements in X 
of height at most 1 and the set A;; we identify these sets in the sequel. 
(Note that this identification causes no ambiguity with regard to the maps 
on X and Ap” which bear the same name. For instance, that cpX is the same 
element of 9 whether we view x in Ap” or in X is the reformulation of Stein- 
berg’s Tensor Product Theorem given in 2.2.3.) 
Let Fr: 9 + Y be the homomorphism induced by M H Fr(M) (M, 
G-module), and let Res: 9 (O”) + 9 be the homomorphism induced by 
M++MI, (M, G ‘“‘-module). We define homomorphisms on the set X 
which are related to these and to do so we use the fact that each function f 
from B into a monoid Y induces a unique homomorphism from X into Y 
which extends f: Let fr: X-+X be the homomorphism induced by 
zi@) H I)+ ,(p) (subscripts in Z/mZ if m < co) and let res: XC”) -+ 3 be the 
homomorphism induced by I~@) H r,(p) where j H / is the canonical map 
Z + Z/mZ if m < cc and the identity H -+ Z if m = co. 
2.3.1. LEMMA. (i) For XEX we have Fr(q,) = (pfrCx). 
(ii) For XE Xcco) we have Res(cp$“)) = qreslx). 
Proof: (i) Since Fr and fr preserve products, we may assume that 
x E B, say x = t,(p) (p E Ap). If j < m - 1, then Fr(cptip,) =vd+lfi = pwt(fr(x)), 
while if m < GO, then Fr((ppm-lfl) =qr = qwtCfrCx)). Therefore, Fr(cp,) = 
Wcp,,,,, I= Fr(cpJ = (Pwt(frcx,) = (Pfrcx)- 
(ii) Similarly, since Res and res preserve products, we may assume that 
XE B, say x = ii(p) (,UE A,). Write x0= r,(p) and observe that x= frj(x,). 
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By part (i) and the fact that ResoFrj= ResoFri, we obtain Res(cp.Lm))= 
Res(cp!$,,) = Res(cp~,$J = ‘Pr,j(,,) = ‘Pqp) = (Pm(;). I 
2.4 Decomposition of cp, (Preliminaries). 
In this section, we begin to address the problem of decomposing cp, 
(x E 3E) into a sum of elements of the form ‘py (y E A,“). As {cp, 1 x E X} 
equals the submonoid of the multiplicative monoid 9\(O) generated by 
{ cp j. ( 2 E A,}, what we are really investigating are the composition factors of 
a tensor product of irreducible modules. 
ForOdj<m,letA,=C(a,h)E71,(9)x/I~I(p~a)c_(pla,)}.(Anelementof 
A, corresponds to a choice of a composition factor in a tensor product of 
irreducible G’“‘-modules with restricted highest weights, each module 
twisted by Frj.) 
The map fr acts on the elements of lJ A, componentwise. The following 
lemma is clear. 
2.4.1. LEMMA. A, = fr’( A,) for 0 <j < m, 
2.4.2. DEFINITIONS. For i = (a, b) E A,, (0 <jj,,< m), let u(i) = 
~jo(ppjo(wt(a) - Nb)))E “y-, h(i)=Ci= 1 CC,EjoCC~=j+ 1 bLkpk-jp’) KY) 
E 2, where b = C b,,?, (second subscript of ~~~ viewed in Z/mZ if m < oo), 
and mult([) = mult(cpia)“‘, (P/~)). 
It is clear that h(i) is in Z’. We will show that u(c) is in V. By 2.4.1, 
[ = frio(i,) for some co = (a,,, b,) E A,. Now, 1.2.2 implies wt(a,) - wt(b,) =: 
c1 E C Z+cq. So wt(a) - wt(b) = p’“(wt(aO) - wt(b,)) = p’%, whence u(c) = 
Ii”(ct) E Y. 
2.5 Some Graphs 
A directed graph Y is a quadruple ( Vy, EY, o, t) where I/= Vy is a set of 
elements called vertices, E = EY is a set of elements called edges, and o and 
t are maps from E into I’. For e E E, we call o(e) the original uertex of e 
and t(e) the terminal vertex of e. Let u, u’ E V. A path c (of length s) (from u 
to u’) (with vertices vi) is a sequence e,, . . . . e, of edges satisfying the 
following: o(e,) = u = uO, t(e,) = u’ = u,, and t(ei)=o(e,+,)=ui (l<i<s). 
The essential length (e.l.(c)) of the path c is the number of edges ei for 
which o(ei) # t(e,). The set of all paths of length s from u to u’ is denoted by 
C,‘(u, 0’) and we set Cy(u, u’) = lJ, Cl(u, u’). Finally, a relation Ly is 
defined on V by setting u’Lyu if Cy(u, u’) # 4 (i.e., if there exists a path from 
v to u’). 
We define two particular directed graphs, Y and Y’. 
(Y) I”=X, EY={(lO,...,im-l)lij~Aj} and for e=([,)= 
((a,, b,)) E EY, o(e) = n a, and t(e) = n res(b,). 
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(Y’) V”‘=X, E~=((~,z)~~EU~=;‘A~, ZEX) and for e=([,z)= 
((a, 6), z) E EY’, o(e) = az and t(e) = res(b) z. 
(If m = 00, the elements of EY are infinite sequences which are eventually 
(19 11.) 
Of the graphs Y and Y’, Y will play the more important role in what 
follows. The reason Y’ is introduced is that it is the easier of the two graphs 
to work with and, due to the following observation, certain statements 
about Y’ will carry over automatically to statements about Y. 
2.51. LEMMA. If e = ((ai, bj)) is an edge in Y, then 
( 
m-1 J-1 
caj? b,i)y 17 uk fl res(bk) 
k=j+l k=O ) 
(0 < j<m) is a path in Y’ of length m from o(e) to t(e) (empty products 
being 1). In particular, if x’L ‘x, then x’L “x (x, x’ E X). 
Proof: The proof of the first statement is straightforward. For the 
second, we simply replace each edge of a path in Y from x to x’ with the 
path in Y’ described above. 1 
The path in Y’ constructed from a path c in Y as in the proof above will 
be called the path in Y associated with c. 
We extend the functions v, h, and mult defined in 2.4.2: Let the values on 
(i, z) E EY’ be those on [; for a path c’= e,, . . . . e, in Y’ set v(c’) = C v(e,), 
h(c’) = C h(ei), and mult(c’) = n mult(e,); and finally, define the values of 
these functions on a path c in Y to be those on the path in Y’ associated 
with c. 
Next, we investigate properties of the relations L ’ and L “‘. 
2.5.2. LEMMA. Let x, x’ E X and assume x E A;. If x’L y’x (resp. x’L ‘x), 
then x’ = x. 
Proof: If e = ((a, b), z) is an edge in Y’ with az = o(e) =x, then, since 
ht(x) d 1, we must have a E Ap”, whence b = a and t(e) = res(b)z = uz = x. 
The statement about Y now follows from 2.5.1. 1 
We need a general technical lemma. 
2.5.3. LEMMA. Let xi, i=O, 1, 2, . . . . be elements of an arbitrary Z-module 
andset yi=pxi-xi+,. Zf b E Z + has p-adic expansion b = cJEo bjp’ and if 
we set c,=b-b, and ci= -b,, j>O, then 
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Proof We compare coefficients of xi on both sides of the equation. If 
j> 0, the coefficient is c, on the left and pCpzj+i b,pk-‘-’ - 
Cp=, b,pk-‘= -bj on the right. If j= 0, we get c0 on the left and 
PC?=, bkpk-‘=b-bbo on the right. i 
Define fr: /1” + ,4”’ by &H LiCj+ ,) (second subscript in Z/mZ if m < CD) 
and 55: A” + A” by ;1, I-+ AC. 
2.5.4. LEMMA. Zf c is a path in Y’ (resp. Y) from x to x’ (x, x’ E X), then 
X-X’ = h(c) + v(c). In particular, x’L y’x (resp. x’L ‘x) implies 2’ <X. 
Proof. Because of the way h and v are defined on paths, we may assume 
c is of length 1; that is, c is an edge ((a, b), z) in Y’ from x to x’. Further- 
more, since XI-+X is a homomorphism, we have X-X’= (a+.?- 
(res(b)+Z)=ti-res(b), so we may as well assume x=a and x’=res(b) 
(i.e., z = 1). 
Now, [ = (a, b) E A, for some j,; we first assume j, = 0. In this case, 2.4.2 
reduces to u(c) = a- r,(wt(b)). Upon writing b = C b,l, and wt(b) = 
C biAi, we have bi = cj p’b, so that, by 2.53, we obtain 
ii - b - v(i) = r,(wt(b)) - b = 1 bJ, - 1 b,1, 
Applying Es to both sides and using the fact that ES(b) =Ws(6) = res(b) 
we get X-X’ = a - res(b) = h(i) + u(i) = h(c) + v(c). 
It is a straightforward exercise to show that fr commutes with v, h, res 
and x H X. Therefore, in view of 2.4.1, the general case follows from the 
special case. 
Once again, the statement about Y now follows from 2.5.1. m 
2.55. LEMMA. There exists a map ffrom 3E into a well-ordered set (Z, < ) 
having the property that if ((a, b), z) is an edge in Y’ from x to x’, then 
f(x’) 6 f(x) with strict inequality iflen(a)( = ht(a)) > 1. Thus, ifx’L’x, then 
f(x’) d f(x) with strict inequality if ht(x) > 1. 
Proof. Define vol: A” --* H by C aijAiit+ C ai, and let vol: X -+ 7+ be 
the induced homomorphism n xi H C vol(x,) (xi E B). 
For x E 3E, set f(x) = (length(cp,), len(x) + vol(x)) E H+ x h+ =: I. Z is 
well-ordered under the usual lexicographic ordering < : (u, v) < (u’, u’) if 
u<u’ or u=u’ and V-CO’. 
To prove the first statement, note that since (pi”) E cpi”), we have 
q,.=Res(cpbm)rp!OO))c Res(cp _ z”)cp!“)) = P,, so that length(cpX.) <length(cp,). 
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Assume now that length(q,.)= length(cp,). Then, we must have 
cpb”) = cpk”). If we write a = fl ai with a, E B, then ~p$~~ = n cpiy(j,, so that 
the second statement of 1.2.2 implies wt(b)=C wt(a,)= wt(a). Thus 
v(c) = 0 where [ = (a, b). 
We need to show that len(x’) + vol(x’) <Ien + vol(x) with strict 
inequality in case len(a) > 1. For this, we may assume x = CI and x’ = res(b) 
(i.e., z = 1) since len and vol are homomorphisms. We also may assume 
x # 1, for x = 1 implies x’ = 1 and both sides of the inequality become zero. 
In particular, we have len(x) 3 1. 
Now, c E A,, for some 0 d j, < m. Consider the case j, = 0. Lemma 2.5.4 
gives 
vol(x) - vol(x’) = vol(X -3) = vol(h([)) 
Go (i, h,,+u) (P-l), 
where b = C b,A,. Since len(x’) = len(b) = [ {j[ b,# 0 for some i}l, we get 
vol(x) - vol(x’) 2 (len(x’) - l)(p - 1) 3 len(x’) - 1 whence len(x) + vol(x) 
> len(x’) + vol(x’) - 1 + len(x) 3 len(x’) + vol(x’) with the last inequality 
being strict if len(a) = len(x) > 1. 
Since len 0 fr = len and vole fr = vol, the general case follows from the 
special case and 2.4.1. 
For the second statement, first observe that we may assume there is an 
edge in Y from x to x’. We can then use the first statement and 2.5.1 noting 
that ht(x) > 1 implies len(ai) > 1 for some j, in the notation of that 
lemma. 1 
2.5.6. LEMMA. Let x, x’ E X and assume X=X’ E Ap”‘. Then, there is no 
edge in Y from x to x’ unless x’ = X, in which case there is a unique such edge 
e and mult(e) = 1. 
Proof: We first prove that if e = ((a, b), z) is an edge of some path in Y 
from x to x’, then b =a. Let x=x0, . . . . x,~ = x’ be the vertices of some path 
in Y’. By 2.5.4, & > X1 > . . . > .X,. Since X, = X,, antisymmetry of i forces 
the equalities X, = Xi = . . = x,. We may therefore assume that s = 1 and 
that e is an edge from x to x’. Now, ti + Z= X = X’= res(b) + Z, so that 
2 = res(b) = reS(6). But 2.5.4 (with m = co) implies G - 6 = r E .?P(=). Since 
tes(s) = 5 = E%(b) we have Ks(r) = 0. Thus, 2.2.2 implies that r = 0, whence 
b=6=Z 
Returning to the proof of the lemma, we note that e= ((rti(x), xi(x))) 
(0 <j< m) is an edge in Y from n X,(X) =x to n res(7c,(x)) = n rrj(X) = 1 
and mult(e)= 1. Indeed, since x is in AT, so is rrcI(X)= nj(x). Writing 
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rcj(x) = n xi (X~E B), we have wt(rc,(x)) = wt(C xi) = C wt(x,). Thus, 
mult(cp$$4$J = mWcp~~t~x,)~ n cp~T&,~) = 1 (1.2.2). 
Conversely, any edge from x to x’ must be of this form. To see this, let 
e = ((a,, b,)) be an arbitrary such edge. Then x = n a;, so applying nj we 
find that aj= n,(x). By 2.5.1 and the first paragraph, we then have -- 
b,=q=nj(X). 1 
2.5.7. COROLLARY. Let x E X and assume X E A;. Then, for each posi- 
tive integer s, there is a unique path c in Y of length s from x to X, and 
mult(c) = 1. 
Proof. If x = x0, x, , . . . . x,~ = X are the vertices of a path in Y from x to 
X, then X0=X1 = ... = X,s (same proof as in 2.5.6). Using 2.5.6 repeatedly, 
we find that X = x1 =x2 = . . = x,, that for each i (1 < i < s) there is a uni- 
que edge ei in Y from xi -, to xi, and that mult(e,) = 1. The corollary 
follows. g 
2.6 Decomposition of cpX 
The next theorem is an expression for the multiplicity, of an irreducible 
element of 3 as a constituent in a product of irreducibles (see opening 
paragraph of Section 2.4). 
For x,x’~X, set e.l.(x,x’)=lub{e.l.(c)~c~CY(x,x’)~. 
2.6.1. THEOREM. Let x E X and x’ E Ap”. Then e.l.(x, x’) < CC andfor each 
positive integer s > e.l.(x, x’) we have 
mult(cp,,, cp,) = C m&(c) 
L’t c.y(.r,xs) 
(an empty sum being interpreted as zero). 
Proof We proceed by (transfinite) induction on f(x) where f is as in 
2.5.5. First assume ht(x)< 1. Then, XE,~; and mult(cp,., cp,)=6,., 
(Kronecker delta). In this case e.l.(x, x’) equals zero if x’ =x and equals 
-cc otherwise (2.5.2), so the theorem follows from 2.5.7. 
Now assume ht(x) > 1. Then, since x = n X,(X), we obtain 
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where the sum is over all tuples (yO, . . . . y, -~ ,) with yj E A;. Applying Res 
and using the definitions, we get 
Hence, 
cp.r= c c mult(c) cpX-. 
x”E* CEC~(X,X~~) 
mW-h~ rp,)= C 1 mult(c) mult(cp,., cp,,,). 
-x”E 3 CE Cf(x, x”) 
Note that if C:(x, x”) # 0, then f(x”) <f(x) by 2.5.5. 
Since an element of ‘@m) can have only finitely many irreducible con- 
stituents, it follows that there are only finitely many edges in Y with x as 
an original vertex, since each is of the form ((ni(x), !I])) with cpi;) c cp$!, 
(0 <j< m). This, together with the induction hypothesis, implies that 
s’ :=lub.{e.l. (x”, x’) IX” E X, C:(x, x”) # a> < co. We also have that 
e.l.(x, x’) - 1 = s’ 3 e.l.(x”, x’) for each x” E X with C:(x, x”) # 0. (For the 
equality, we have used the fact that x” # x since, for instance, f(x”) <f(x).) 
Thus e.l.(x, x’) < cc and, by the induction hypothesis, 
muWb vp,+ C C c mult(c) mult(c’) 
.x”EX cEC:(X,J”) C’EC~~,(XU,X’) 
= c mult(c), 
c t c:cx, x’) 
as desired. 1 
Remark. This theorem was used (in conjunction with 3.1.2 below) in 
the author’s thesis [6] to develop an algorithm for the determination of the 
projective indecomposable characters (their degrees, in particular) for 
X(4,2”). 
2.6.2. COROLLARY. If cpxs E cpx (x’ E Ap”, x E X), then x’ <x. 
ProoJ By 2.6.1, x’L ‘x, so 2.5.4 implies x’ = 2’ < X. 1 
2.6.3. COROLLARY. Zf x E 3E and X E Ap”, then mult(cp,, qp,) = 1. 
ProojY Use 2.6.1 and 2.5.7. 1 
We record another corollary for use in the next chapter. We need some 
notation. Let 9I = { clii, rck ((i, j) E J) ( = the set of generators of 9) and for 
REP, set D(T) = {~E~~/T-/?E~}. Note that B(T) is the set of all /DEB 
which can possibly appear as a summand in an expression of z as a sum of 
elements of $9. 
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2.6.4. COROLLARY. Assume m < 00. Let x E X and x’ E Ap” with x’< X. 
rf rci(,,-i) 4 B(Z - x’) for each i (1 < i < l), then mult(cp,., cp,) = 
mult(&?), (pLmeo’). 
Proof. The inequality mult(cp,,, cp,) 2 mult(cpL?), (p(rm)) is clear, so it is 
enough to prove that mult(cp,,, ~X)<mult(cp~‘), cpLm)). In view of 2.6.1 it 
suffices. to show that every path in Y from x to x’ is also a path in Y(O”) 
from x to x’. 
Let e = (I;,) = ((a,, b,)) be an edge of a path in Y from x to x’. Fix 
0 <j, < m. From 2.4.2 we have 
where bj,,=z b,J,. If b, were nonzero for some pair (i, j) with jam, then 
rciCrn- i) would appear with a nonzero coefficient in this sum. But this would 
contradict the assumption that rciCm ._,) $ B(X - x’) in light of 2.54. Hence 
6, = 0 for all pairs (i, j) with j > m. Since j, was arbitrary, this shows that 
b, E /Ip” for each j. Thus, t(e) = JJ res(b,) = n bj = t’“‘(e). Since we always 
have o(e) = oCm’(e), we have shown that e is an edge in YCm) from o(e) to 
t(e) and this completes the proof. fl 
2.1 Remarks 
The second corollary (2.6.3) is nothing new; for m = co, it follows easily 
from 1.2.2, and for m < co, it was proved in Wong [ 121 (in the language of 
weights and using quite different methods, of course). 
The first corollary (2.6.2) with m = cc generalizes the first statement in 
1.2.2, and with m < cc generalizes a result of Wong. We will prove these 
assertions. In order to state Wong’s result, we need to introduce some ter- 
minology. The set {ai, 1 G i < 1} of simple roots forms an R-basis for the 
space E= C Iwa,. A total ordering < (called the lexicographic ordering) is 
imposed on E by declaring p = C a,a, (a, E R) to be positive if the first 
nonzero ai is positive. 
2.7.1. PROPOSITION (Wong [ 121). Assume m < 00. Zf cpi, E n (pti, 
(2, pie A,), then 2 Q C pi. 
We need the following observations. 
2.7.2. LEMMA. (i) wt(Z)=(q-l)n+ $ m<oo and wt(X(“‘)=O, 
and 
(ii) wt(V)=CZ+a, (1Qmdco). 
ProoJ (i) If m = co, wt sends each lcii to 0; if m < 00, wt sends rcii 
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(O<j<,- 1) to 0 and IC,(,,~,) to (q - 1) Ai. In either case, 2 = C Z + rcii 
so the result follows. 
(ii) Obvious. 1 
Now start with the assumption ‘pi. c n qPr, (A, ,U~E A,). Since wt maps A; 
onto A4 we have I = wt(x’) and pi= wt(x,) for some x, X,E ,4;. Setting 
x = n xi, we have ~p.~, = ~~~~~~~ = qA c n (P,+) = n ~p.~, = qpi-. Therefore, 
2.6.2 implies x’i S, whence Z-x’~y=%‘+Y. So, C,u,--A= 
wt(Z) - wt(x’) E wt(H) + wt(71’) and, in view of 2.7.2, this gives the first 
statement in 1.2.2 when m = cc and 2.7.1 when m < co. (The elements of 
C iZ+cli are obviously positive with respect to the lexicographic order and 
those of (q - 1) ,4+ are so by 2.2.1.) 
3. PROJECTIVE INDECOMPOSABLE CHARACTERS 
For this chapter, we assume m < co and consider only the finite group 
G = G’“‘. (The standard results about Brauer characters can be found in 
Feit [S].) 
3.1 A Recursion Formula 
By the Krull-Schmidt theorem, the group ring KG, considered as a 
G-module via the regular representation, decomposes into a direct sum of 
projective indecomposable modules. Each projective indecomposable 
module has a unique irreducible quotient; this sets up a one-to-one 
correspondence between the isomorphism classes of projective indecom- 
posable modules and the isomorphism classes of irreducible modules. For 
XE Ap” we let @, (or QwtcxJ ) denote the Brauer character afforded by the 
projective indecomposable module the irreducible quotient of which affords 
cp I’ 
The Steinberg character is denoted r; it is the character afforded by the 
unique projective irreducible module. If we write y = C (p - 1) Aii, then 
r=Qi,=(p,. 
The symbol ( , ) denotes the usual inner product of complex valued 
functions defined on the set Greg of p-regular elements of G: (f, g) = 
(l/M 1 I&Greg f(s-‘) g(s). It satisfies (@,, q,,) = 6, (Kronecker delta) and 
(fg, h) = (f,gh), where bar signifies complex conjugation. 
The following theorem generalizes a result of Chastkofsky and Feit in 
their work on ,X(3, 2”) (see [3, Lemma 7.11). 
3.1.1. THEOREM. Let x, w E Ap” and z E X and assume Z = w-x. Then 
@, = @,cpz - 1 (@WY ‘PAP.“) @,v 
.x<yEA,” 
y # x 
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Proof: Since Qw, is the character afforded by a projective module, @),Cp, 
is as well. Thus, @,$, equals a sum of projective indecomposable charac- 
ters. Consequently, we have 
sinceO#(~,.,cp,cp,)=mult(cp,,cp,cp,)impliesy-x=y+Z-w~~(2.6.2) 
and mult(cp,, cp,cp,) = 1 (2.6.3). 1 
3.1.2. COROLLARY. Let XE A;. Then 
An immediate consequence of this corollary is the fact proved in Ballard 
[ 1 ] that the Steinberg character Z divides every projective indecomposable 
character @,. (This is obvious if x is maximal, since in this case the sum in 
3.1.2 is empty. For the other x’s we can use induction down the partial 
order of I!,“.) Since the projective indecomposable characters comprise a 
basis for the vector space of complex-valued functions defined on the 
p-regular classes of G (see Feit [S, p. 146]), it follows that Z never 
vanishes. We will find it convenient o use the notation &X = @,r-‘. 
3.2 A Factorization of 8.x 
For a subset I of J, denote by x, the homomorphism ,4” -+ Am which 
fixes Iii for (i, j) E Z and which sends ,Ili to 0 for (i, j) 4 Z, and set 
&?(I) = $J n rc,(nm). (Recall that W = {cc,, IC~( (i, j) EJ}.) 
Let 9 = {Jr, . . . . Js} be a collection of subsets of .Z. For x E “p”, define 
(Recall that /j’(t) = {/I E 98 ) r - fi E P}.) If 2 contains a single set .Z,, write 
t(x, 9) simply as Cc, Jl) and set 5(x) = 5(x, J) ( = {y E Ap” Iy>x}). 
3.2.1. LEMMA. Let $= {Jk} b e a collection of subsets of J, let XE Ap” 
and assume 5(x) = Qx, f). Zf x< ,v E Ap”, then t(y) = <(y, $J). 
Proof. Let z E r(y). By transitivity of < , we have z > x, whence 
/I(z -x) c tJ B(Jk). But ~(z-x)=p(z-y+y-x)~~(z-~y), so 
z E ((y, f). Thus, 5(y) s <(y, j). The other inclusion always holds. 1 
A subset I of J is called a vertical subset if (i, j) E Z implies (i’, j) E Z for 
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each 1 <i’ < 1. A vertical partition of J is a partition consisting of vertical 
subsets (i.e., a collection ( Jk} where Jk is a vertical subset of J, U Jk = J, 
and Jk n Jks = @ for k Zk’). 
3.2.2. LEMMA. Let f = {J,, . . . . J,} be a vertical partition of J and let 
x E Ap”. For every y E 4;(y -x, $) we have 
where yk, xk, and yk are the images under xJk of y, x, and y, respective/y. 
Proof: Because % is a vertical partition, it follows that x = n xk and 
y = fl y,. Therefore, since x I-+ cpX is a homomorphism, we have 
4wv = ? 4wpYk = I-I 1 mWih, whJ 4s . 
k ( ZEApm > 
Rearranging the product and sum, we obtain 
where the sum is over all s-tuples (zr , . . . . z,) with zk E A;. Therefore, 
Let (zk) be a fixed tuple for which the corresponding term in the sum is 
nonzero. Then 2.6.2 implies 
xk$yk-zk=:~kE~ for each k, (3.2.3) 
and 
Adding Eqs. (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) we obtain 
x+y-y==Ck+r. (3.2.5) 
Now p(x + y - y) E U CB(Ji) by assumption, so that /?(zJ E U a(Ji) for 
each k, as well. But this implies that nJ,(Tk) E 9 for each i and k. Thus, if 
i # k, an application of ICY, to (3.2.3) gives -nJ,(zk) = rcJ,(rk) E -“p” n 9 = 
(0) (2.2.2). Thus, zk and zk are in r~,(n~) for each k. From (3.2.4), we then 
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have y+z=Cz,~Apm, so that TE(/l;--y)nP= -A;nP= (0) (again 
by 2.2.2). Therefore, Eq. (3.2.4) becomes C zk = y and, applying 7cJk, we find 
that zk = yk for each k. Finally, (r, JJ cp,,) = (r, cp,) = 1. 1 
3.2.6. COROLLARY. Let I be a vertical subset of J, let x E Ap”, and assume 
that nJ,,(x) = n.,,,(y). VY E 5(x, 8, then 
where yo, x0, and y, are the images under rc, of y, x, and y, respectively. 
Proof. We apply the previous lemma with the partition {I, J\Z} and 
note that since /3(y - x) c g(I), we must have n,,,(y -x) =O, whence 
?\,(Y) = T\,(X) = 7cJ\,(Y). I 
3.2.7. COROLLARY. Let I be a vertical subset of J and let x E Ap”. Assume 
nJ,,(x) = X.,,,(Y) and 5(x) = t(x, 0. Then 
where yo, x0, and y, are the images under IT/ of y, x, and y, respectively. 
Proof: Use 3.2.6 and 3.1.2. 1 
3.2.8. DEFINITION. Let 2 = { Jk} be a vertical partition of J. Denote by 
O(f) the set of all x E Ap” which satisfy 
(i) t(x) = t(x, 2) and 
(ii) 5(zk) = t(n,, Jk) for each k, 
where I, = 7cJk(x) + xJ,,(y). 
For the remainder of this section, we fix a vertical partition 6p and let the 
notation be as in 3.2.8. 
3.2.9. LEMMA. Zf x E O(y) and x < y E Ap”, then y E O(y). 
Proof: Condition (i) of 3.2.8 is handled by 3.2.1. Since t(x) = ((x, 8) 
we have /I( y - x) c_ u .%?(Jk). It follows that jk - zk = zJk( y - x) E 9 so that 
jk > 1, for each k (where jk = nJk(y) + 7cJ,Jy)). Once again, 3.2.1 applies 
and condition (ii) of 3.2.8 is met. 4 
3.2.10. LEMMA. If x E O(9), then the function f: l(x) + xk t(~~) given 
by y t-+ (jk), where jjk = n,,(y) + zcJ,,,(y), is a bijection. 
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Proof: The proof of 3.2.9 shows that Jk E <(a,) so that f 
maps into x ((2,). Define g: x t(Zk) -+ t(x) by (zk) H z := C 7cJk(zk). Since 
zk E ((a,) = t(Zk, Jk), we have p(zk -a,) c .%?(Jk), so that zk - +gk E 
B n n,(nm). Thus Z-X = C nJk(zk - 2,) E 9, and z > x. Clearlyfand g are 
inverses of each other. 1 
3.2.11. THEOREM. Zfxc O(f), then 8X =n szk. 
Proof We proceed by induction down the partial order of A;. If x is 
maximal, then r(x) = (x}. Lemma 3.2.10 then implies that t(Z,) = {Z,} for 
each k. Applying 3.1.2, we have 
where yk and xk are the images under nJk of y and x, respectively. 
If x is not maximal, then 3.1.2 and 3.2.2 give 
where Yk, xk, and yk are the images under x5, of y, x, and y, respectively. 
By 3.2.9, each y in the sum lies in O(d), so the induction hypothesis and 
3.2.10 imply 
where the sum iS over all (jk) E x ((2.k). (The last term occurs because we 
have included an extra term in the summation; the coefficient of this added 
term is one by 2.6.3.) Rearranging the sum and product, we obtain 
where yk = zJk(y). Finally, using 3.2.7, we get 
~.x=(PY-.x-n(PYP~*~+n~~.,=n~.~,, 
k k k 
as desired. 1 
3.3 Twisted Products 
Fix a tuple (j,,, . . ..j.) (l<sdm) of integers with O=j,<j,< ... < 
js- 1 < j, = m. We define a vertical partition 9 = {Jk} of J associated with 
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this tuple by setting J,= {(i,j)~JJj~<j<j~+~} (O<k<s). Ifj,=k for 
each k, then f is called the column partition and is denoted yC. 
Set a,= j,,, -j, and for l<k<m, define Zk={(i,j)EJIO<j<k}. 
Before stating the next result, which is a corollary of 3.2.11, we remark that 
XEA,m can be expressed (uniquely) in the form C frj’(y,), where 
y, E n,Jn;). (Indeed, y, = fr”-‘k(n,,(x)).) 
3.3.1. COROLLARY. Assure x E O(y) ani write x in the form C frjk( yk) 
with y, E z,~~(A;). Then @, = n;z’, Frjk(@,,), where jjk = y, + n,,,,k(y). 
Furthermore, t(jk) = t( jk, Zhk) for each k. 
Proof: First note that if Q is a projective indecomposable module with 
irreducible quotient M, then Fr(Q) is a projective indecomposable module 
with irreducible quotient Fr(M). Thus, from 2.3.1 we get that Fr($=) = 
8 rrC;) for any ZE /1;. Next, we observe that 1, = nJt(x) + ~~,~,(y) =
fr”( y, + ~~,~,~~(y)) = frjk( jk). The twisted product formula now follows from 
3.2.11. 
For the second statement, suppose z E ((j,). If z - Jk = fl + T with 
BE G?\59(Zpk) and z E 9, then applying frjk w.e get f@(z) - ,?.k = 
frj”(/I) + f+(T). Since fr’“(/?) E 9S\&?(Jk) and frjk(z) E fr-‘+??) = 9, this con- 
tradicts that t(.%,) = <(gk, Jk). Hence, 4(Jk) G <(pk, I,,). Since the other 
inclusion always holds, we have equality. 1 
3.3.2. COROLLARY. Assume m > 1. Let x E O(y,) and write x = C zJ(pj) 
(clj E Ap). Then ~8~ = nyzpO’ Fr’($,), where $/1 (p E Ap) is the (virtual) 
character given recursively (down the partial order in Ap) by 
where a=C(p- l)n,. In particular, 8X(1)=n,E.,$,(l)d~, where 
dg=I(jIPj-PII. 
Proof. By 3.3.1, $‘,=n Frj($,,,), where yj= rO(pj)+nJ,I,(y). We will 
show that we can replace 8~E, with the indicated character. 
Let A= {y(p):=z&)+7c J,,,(~) I P E A, and ~(Y(P)) = ~(Y(P), 4)). We 
first show that f: y= y(p) t-+p defines an injection A -+ nP which sends 
5(y) onto {A E nP 12 > p}. The injection claim is clear. If z E t(y), then by 
3.2.1, t(z) = <(z, II). Also, z-y is of the form C aicc, (a,E Z+) since the 
cli,,‘s are the only elements of 5? which lie in 7~,,(,4~). (Here we have used 
the assumption m > 1.) For one thing, this shows that ECU,,, = z,,,,~( y) = 
am,,,, implying that ZE A, say z = y(A) (,IE.~~). We also get that 
I-p = wt(r,(i) - lo(p)) = wt(z- y) = C aiaj, whence I > p and f maps 
5(y) into (I.E~J~>ZJ}. Finally, if p<qejip, then q-p=)lb,cc, 
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(bi~ZC), so that Y(~)-~(~)=I,(C~,“~)=C~,~,E~ and f maps t(y) 
onto (I~/i~lR>p}. 
Now, since each pi is in A (see last statement in 3.3.1), it is enough to 
show that y = y(p) E A implies $‘y = rj,. For such a y, 3.2.7 implies 
where yO, y,, and z0 are the images under n,, of y, y, and z, respectively. 
(Note that for z > y, we have B(yO - y0 + z0 - y,,) = /?(z - JJ) E 9Y(Ii) = 
(~(~~1 1 d iQ I}, so 2.6.4 allows us to insert the superscripts (co).) 
Assume y is maximal (in A). Then y is also maximal in Ap” since, as we 
have shown above, tea. The second paragraph also implies that 
{kApW-pL, A#p}=@. Thus, ~‘y=(PYO-yO=(PWt(YO-yO)=(PO--==~. 
Now if y is not maximal, we apply wt to all subscripts in (3.3.3) and use 
the second paragraph and induction down the partial order of A to get 
which equals tip, as desired. 
The formula for the degree $‘,( 1) follows immediately. 1 
3.4 A Suf$cient Condition for Membership in O(f,) 
Throughout this section, we will be dealing only with the column par- 
tition yc={Jk}, where Jk={(i,j)~Jlj=k} (O<k<m). If we let (c,) 
denote the Cartan matrix of Y and (d,) its inverse transpose, then 
cli = xi cijlj and Ai = cj djjocj. The next lemma is elementary. 
3.4.1. LEMMA. If C aiai = C bi,lj (ai, bj E R), then ai = xi d,bj for each i. 
For the remainder of this section we fix an I-tuple (ci) of integers with 
0 < cj < p. 
3.4.2. DEFINITION. Let J&’ denote the following hypotheses: 
(~$1) Given I-tuples (aj) and (bj) of nonnegative integers with 
C aj < C bj, there exists an i (1 < i < I) such that cj d&u, - pb,) + pd,, 6 0, 
and 
(~$2) For any I-tuples (a,) and (bj) of nonnegative integers with 
C aj = C bj # 0, there exists an i ( 1 < i < I) such that cj d,(aj - pbj + cj) < 0. 
These rather odd conditions are given with an eye toward the proof of 
3.4.3. We will see in 3.4.10 that & will be satisfied if, for instance, (cj) = (0) 
and p is roughly the rank of Y or larger. 
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Let Y be the set of all C y,,l,~ ,4P such that xi d, yj < diip for each i 
(1 <i<l). 
3.4.3. THEOREM. Assume d is satisfied. Let x = C ii (pj E A,) and set 
o=~(p-l)~j.Zf~j~~-Yforeach~,a~d~j~=~i(p-1-ci)~~iforsome 
j,, then x E @(A.). 
Proof Let ZE r(x), and set t = z -xE~. We need to show first that 
p(r) c U B(Jk). We can write 5 in two ways, 
where aijr b, E Z + and tii E E and the sums are over all (i, j) E J. For any j 
(0 < j < m), we can apply 71, to (3.4.4) and get 
C aOaii = C (tv + b,j- I- pb,) iv (3.4.5) 
(second subscripts viewed in ZjmZ) so that by 3.4.1, we have 
aq = C dik(tkj + b,j- I- Pbkj) 
k 
(3.4.6) 
for each (i, j) E J. 
If we write x=C xii& (x~EZ+), then j~~=z~x~jl~, so that by 
assumption, xi yiie Y, where y,= p - 1 -x,,. Also, since r = z -XE 
Ap” -x, we have 
for each (i, j) E J. 
tii<p-1-x,=y, (3.4.7) 
We first show that Ci b, = xi b,. for 0 d j, j’ cm. It is enough to show 
that Ci b,,,- i > xi b, for each j (viewing second subscripts in Z/mh). Sup- 
pose for some fixed j we have xi bi,j- i <xi b,. Then by (~$1) of 
Definition 3.4.2, there exists an i for which (using (3.4.6), (3.4.7), and the 
definition of Y) 
aG G 1 di/c(Ykj + bk,j- I - Pbkj) 
k 
Yk, - @ii 
+ C dtk(bk,j- I - pbkj) + pdij < 0, 
k > 
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where we have used that dii > 0 for each (i, j) by 2.2.1. Since this con- 
tradicts that aii E Z +, we conclude that xi b, = xi b,,, for 0 <j, j’ cm. 
We now prove that xi b, = 0. Assume otherwise.. From (3.4.7) we have 
tuO<p- 1 -xiiO=c,, so that by (3.4.6) and &‘2 of Definition 3.4.2, there 
exists an i (1 < id I) such that 
which is again a contradiction. Thus, Cj b, = 0. By the previous paragraph, 
C, b,= 0 for each j and, as b,> 0, we have b, = 0 for each (i,j) EJ. It 
follows that /I(s) c IJ &?(Jk), whence z E 5(x, fC) and (i) of Definition 3.2.8 
is met. 
Next, we must show that <(Zk) = 5(Zk, Jk) for each k, where 
Zk = nJk(x) + 7tJ,Jy). Let z E <(a,) and set z’ = z - 1, E P. As before, we 
can write z’ in two ways, 
2 a:,cl,. + 1 bijKij = t’ = C thAii, (3.4.8) 
where a$, b;E Z+, tb. E 7, and the sums are over all (i, j) E J. Now, as we 
have already observed, each d, is positive, so in particular, C?Y contains 
zero. Also, since (&‘2) is satisfied, it is satisfied if we replace (ci) with any 
other tuple (c:) where 0 d c: < ci for each i (in particular, if each cl = 0). It 
follows that Zk satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. Therefore, by what 
we have shown above, each 6; = 0. Applying x~,,~, (to (3.4.8), we obtain 
c cl;,crii = ,;k tg,. 
j#k 
For j#k, an argument similar to that leading to 3.4.7 gives 
t> < p - 1 -xi = 0 for each i, where iZk = C xii,. Thus, by 2.2.2, a$ = 0 for 
all j# k. This proves that p(r’) rg(Jk) so that <(Sk) G 5(.Ek, Jk) as 
required in (ii) of Definition 3.2.8. 1 
For the remainder of the section we consider assumptions on !P, p, and 
(ci) which guarantee that d is satisfied. 
3.4.9. LEMMA. Let mi = mini (d,} and Mi = maxi (do}. 
(i ) If pm, 2 Mi for each i, then (d 1) holds. 
(ii) Zf pm;> Mi for some i and (ci) = (0), then (&‘2) holds. 
Proof (i) In the notation of 3.4.2, choose any i with hi #O. Then 
C~dq(~,-pb,)+pd,i=~~d,~~j-p~j~jdijbj-pdij(bj- l)<MiCaj-pm, 
,E,tibj-pmi(b,-l) d Mi(Cb,-l)-pm,Cb,+pm, = (M;-pm,) 
(Cb,-1)<0. 
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(ii) For any i with pmi> M,, we have xi d,(u,- pbj+ ci) < 
Mixa,-pm,Cb,=(M,-pm,)Cbj<O. m 
3.4.10. COROLLARY. d is satisfied if (c,)= (0) and 
p>l+l if Y=A,, pa5 if Y=EE,, 
pbl if Y= B, or C,, p>,3 if Y=F,, 
pal-1 if Y=D,, p>2 if Y=GG,. 
To prove the corollary, one applies 3.4.9 to each root system. We refer the 
reader to the table in Humphreys [7, p. 691 in which the matrices 
(c~)-~ = ‘(d,) are given. 
Some of the examples in the next section are not covered by 3.4.9. We 
provide separate arguments for them below. 
3.4.11. LEMMA. Zf Y = A, and C ci < p - 1, then (62) is satisfied. 
Proof. If not, then, since d,=(l+ 1 -j)/(l+ 1) and d,=j/(l+ l), we 
obtain for some 1 and p the contradiction 0 < 1, d,(u, + Cj- pb,) + 
xjd&uj+Cj-pbj) = C(d,+d,,)(a.i+Cj-pbj) = CUj-Cb,-(p-l)Cbj 
+CCj<O. 1 
3.4.12. LEMMA. Zf (Y, p, (ci))= (A3, 2, (O)), then d is satisfied. 
Proof. (42) is handled by 3.4.11, so it suffices to show that (dl ) is 
satisfied; to do this, we consider various cases. (Note that 
3 2 1 
(d,)=+ [ 2 4 2 1 2 3 1 
for type AX.) 
(b,#O and b3=O) In this case, 4(xjd,,(aj-pbj)+pd,,)=3(uI -2b,)+ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
3Cu,-4Cb,+4d3Caj-4(Cuj+1)+4= -CU~<O, SO that (dl) is 
satisfied with i = 1. 
(b, = 0 and b3 + 0) The matrix (d,) is symmetric, so an argument similar 
to that in the previous case shows that (~$1) is satisfied with i= 3. 
(b, +O and b,fO) If Cjd,i(u,-pbj)+pd,, ~0, then (dl) holds 
with i= 1, so assume otherwise. We have c, d,(a, - pb,) + pd,, < 
Cjdlj(aj- Pbj) + #,I + Xjd,j(uj- pbj) + Pd33 = C (d, + du)(aj- pbj) + 
Pd,,+Pd,,=C(a,-Pbj)+pd,,+pd,,=Cuj-2Cb,+3 < (Cb.i-l)- 
2Cb,+3= -xbb,+2<0, so that (dl) is satisfied with i=3. 
481/124/l-12 
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(b, =O and b3 =0) Here (&‘l) holds with i= 2 as 4(C dzj(aj-pbj) + 
pd,,) = 2~7, + 4(a, - 2b,) + 2a, + 8 6 4 C aj - 8 C bj + 8 < 4 C a,-- 
8(~aj+l)+8= -4cui60. m 
3.5 Examples 
Here, we illustrate the results of the previous sections by computing the 
degrees of some projective indecomposable characters. The formulas in (i), 
(ii), (v), and (vi) below have already appeared in the literature and referen- 
ces are given. 
3.51. PROPOSITION. View XE Ap” as a matrix (see Section 2.2) and let 
# [c] denote the number of its columns which equal the column vector Cc]. 
For the indicated groups, we have the following: 
(i) SL(2, p”), p arbitrary, m > 1: rf x # 0, then @,( 1) = p”2”, where 
a=m- #[p-l] (cf Srinivasan [9, p. 1131). 
(ii) SL(3, 2m): If x has at least one column which equals [:I, then 
@,( 1) = 23”6”3b, where a = # [g] and b = # [A] + # [y] (cf Chastkofsky 
and Feit [3, p. 1361). 
(iii) SL(3, 3”‘): If x has no zero column and at least one column which 
equals [:I, then @,(1)=33”6”3b, where a= #[A]+ #[:I+ #[iI and 
b = # [;I + # [;I + # [:I + # [:I. 
(iv) SL(4, 27: If x has no zero column and at least one column 
which equals ‘[ 1 1 11, then @,( 1) = 26”12”6b4c, where a = #‘[ 1 0 0] + 
#‘[0 0 l]+ #‘CO 1 01, b= #‘Cl 0 11, c=#‘[l 1 O]+ #‘CO 1 1-J. 
(v) G2(2”‘): If x has no zero column and at least one column which 
equals [:I, then @,(1)=26”12”6b, wherea= #[A] andb= #[?I (cf Cheng 
c4, p. 1141). 
(vi) G2(3m): Zf x has no column which equals [z], [y], [A], or [i] and 
at least one column which equals [i], then Q,(l) = 36”36”12b6c, where 
a= #[:I, b= #[;I, andc= #[:I+ #[iI (cf Cheng [4, p.841). 
In each case, the restrictions on x are those appearing in 3.4.3; they guaran- 
tee that x E O(y,.). We sketch the derivation of the formula in (iv) and 
remark that the other derivations are similar. (For further details, see [6].) 
Assume G = SL(4,2”). In the following discussion, we identify the set AP 
with the set of integers i, 0 < i< 8 via ail, + a2& + a,& c-) a, + 2a, + 4a,. 
3.5.2. LEMMA. (i) @,=(p4, (p2=qp2, (p5=(p5, G3=(p6, and@,=cp,. 
(ii) CP,(~)=CP,(~)=~, q41)=6, cp,(l)=14, q3(1)=(P6(1)=20? and 
cp,(1)=64. 
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The module M(1) (1 e/i ‘) for the infinite group G’“‘= X(4, K) 
satisfies M(1)* 2: M( -o,l) where M(1)* denotes the contragredient of 
M(A) and o0 denotes the longest element of the Weyl group of Y (see 
Steinberg [ 10, p. 2131). In the present situation, - w0 exchanges 1, with I, 
and fixes 1,. This gives (i). 
Let A E /1+ and let l’(n), denote an irreducible module of highest weight 
A for the simple Lie algebra over @ of type Y. By tensoring a minimal 
admissible lattice in v(n), with K we obtain a G’“‘-module I’(n) (called a 
Weyl module). V(A) possesses a “contravariant form” the kernel N of which 
is the unique maximal submodule of V(A). Furthermore, k’(n)/lv h M(1) 
(see Wong [ 11, p. 3621). By using Feudenthal’s formula or by writing 
down semistandard Young tableaux as in James and Kerber [S], one can 
compute the formal character ch(A) of P’(1). Then, by inspecting the 
(Gram) matrix of the contravariant form, one can determine which weights 
(with multiplicity) are lost in passing to the quotient I/(A)/N and thus 
determine the formal character p - ch(A) of M(i). In particular, this 
process gives the degree formulas in (ii). (Although the method described is 
not practical in general, it is suitable for our present needs.) 
Finally, we turn to the multiplicity formulas in (iii). Given iz, I’ E ,I +, the 
formal character of M(A)@M(A’) is (p-ch(l))(p-ch(A’)). Also, the set 
{P-cWL)I~~E++ is a Z-basis for the set of elements in the group ring 
B[/I ] which are invariant under the Weyl group (see Bourbaki [2, 
Chap. VI, Section 3, No. 41). It follows that if one can find a decom- 
position (p -ch(l))(p-ch(l’))=C p-ch(pi) (pie/i +), then the M(pi) 
must be the composition factors of M(I)@M(il’). In [6], the composition 
factors of the products M(A)@ M(I’) with I, 1’ EA, were computed by 
applying the described method to a few of the products to get started 
(using parts (i) and (ii) and 2.6.2 to keep trial and error to a minimum) 
and then by applying associativity of tensor products (writing appropriate 
threefold tensor products in two ways) to obtain the composition factors of 
the remaining products. 
We now return to the proof of 35l(iv). If m = 1, the formula is obvious, 
so assume m > 1. The partial order lattice in nP is 0 < 5, 1 < 6, 4 < 3, and 
2<7. Using 3.5.2 we find that e,(l)= 1, $6(1)=4, ti5(1)=6, $4(1)= 12, 
$3(1)=4, ti2(1)=12, and $,(1)=12 in the notation of 3.3.2. Now % is 
the set of all y,lz, + y,& + y,& E nP satisfying 3y, + 2y, + y, < 6, 
2y, + 4y, + 2y, < 8, and y, + 2y, + 3y, < 6, so that g = A,\(7). By 3.4.12, 
d is satisfied if (ci) = (0), so 3.4.3 implies x E O(yc). The degree formula 
now follows from 3.3.2 after we note that the degree of the Steinberg 
character is 26m (by 3.5.2(ii) and 1.2.1). 
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